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ABSTRACT
The amount and the complexity of malicious activity increasing and evolving day by day. Typical static code
analysis is futile when challenged by diverse variants. The prolong of new malware samples every day is not
uncommon and the malware designed by the attackers have the ability to change as they propagate. Therefore,
Automated Dynamic Malware Analysis is widely preferred technique for recognizing unknown malware. The
research paper consists of an automated malware detection system based on dynamic approach of malware
analysis. The behavior of malware is observed in the controlled environment of the popular malware analysis
system. It uses the classification of embedded malware and clustering behavior reports to analyze and recognize
the presence of malicious behavior. Based on the experimentation and evaluation it is evident that the proposed
system is able to achieve better F-measures, FPR, FNR, TPR and TNR values resulting in accurate
classification leading to more efficient detection of unknown malware compared to the traditional hierarchical
classification approach.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Malware threat is a kind of code designed with dangerous intentions. The major role of the malware is targeting
to the privacy of users and their information which made the use of malicious activities continuously evolving.
However, the high-priority threat is posed by the security researchers. The widely deployed traditional
approaches such as signature-based and static malware analysis require manual inspection of the malicious code
by the human analysts. Unfortunately, tremendous growth in the generation of malicious code led the antivirus
vendors to face thousands of new malware files every day.
The analysis of large volume of files by this technique evaded due to obfuscation, polymorphism etc. Hence, a
reliable and automated analysis is an important point to be able to cope with this threat. With the increase in
readily available and sophisticated tools, use of the new generation cyber threats/attacks is becoming more
targeted, persistent and unknown. The advanced malware’s are focused, stealthy, personalized, unknown, and
zero days compared to the traditional malware which were open, broad, known, and one time. Once inside, they
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hide, replicate and disable host protections. After getting installed, they call their command and control servers
for further instructions, which could be to steal data, infect other machines, and allow reconnaissance.
The Antivirus (AV) software was introduced with an intention to prevent, detect and remove malicious
software. This effort mainly focused on content-based signatures to automatically classify and analyze malware
samples. Unfortunately, these techniques are essentially susceptible to inaccuracies due to polymorphic and
metamorphic techniques. As a result, the Intrusion Detection System and AV are failed achieve complete
success in malware analysis. That’s the reason, why

Dynamic Malware Analysis tools are widely used to

classification malware and automate and benign samples. Dynamic malware analysis involves execution of
binaries in the controlled environment to extract the required information for the detection of malicious
behavior.
Cloud infrastructure has been growing trend for years by providing opportunities to scale, flexibility and
efficiency. Even though cloud emerging in the current scenario but there exist crucial attacks by the hackers
such as VM holes and cloud specific threats related to the environment. Providing security and reliability play
an important role in the virtualized environment. There are plenty of studies are taking place in the virtualized
environment which has the main cause on as networks, Virtual machine manager, guest virtual machines and
Operating System (OS).
Cloud data centers are used for a range of always-on services such as private, public and commercial domains.
These need to be secure and resilient in terms of cyber-attacks as well as component failures and
misconfiguration. However, clouds have impaired the traditional detection system due to its characteristics and
intrinsic operational research structures. The limitations of a priori attack signature and payload information are
overcome by making use of dynamic features such as per-flow meta-statistics as derived from the packet header
and volumetric information (i.e. counts of packets, bytes, etc.). In this way, dynamic analysis plays an important
role in cloud infrastructure.
Against this background, here in this paper, a framework is proposed for malware behavior analysis based on
virtualization techniques. The detection of malware files in the cloud computing environment using the machine
learning approaches is achieved. The main contribution is in the decrement of the False Positive rate which
incorrectly classifies malicious files.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the related works with the specifications of system
vulnerabilities and malwares in virtualized environment, followed by the System Architecture in section III.
Section IV depicts the implementation of the system with detailed descriptions about each and every module by
the usage of clustering and classifications algorithm. Section V presents the experiments, results and evaluations
followed by the conclusion in section VI.

II.RELATED WORKS
Many authors have figured out several ways to detect the malware analysis systems but Dynamic Malware
Analysis (DMA) overcomes most of the hacker’s techniques such as evasion, obfuscation, polymorphism
etc.Several online tools available today are relying on dynamic analysis techniques that generate reports which
are the human understandable format. The Malware Analysis System must have appropriate representation for
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malware, which is then used for classification either based on similarity measure or feature vectors. However, a
large number of new malware samples arriving at anti-virus vendors every day require an automated approach
so as to limit the number of samples that require close human analysis. Several Artificial Intelligence
techniques, particularly machine-learning based techniques have been used in the literature for automated
malware analysis and classification. The different works carried out by the authors are discussed below.
Watson et al. [1] pointed out an online cloud anomaly detection system with the usage of one class support
vector machine. One class SVM formulation is used at the hypervisor level with utilizing features at both system
and network level. Security and resilience are major roles in the cloud infrastructure hence cloud should be able
to react to the unknown threats generating in the real world. The proposed method involves anomaly detection
methods to overcome the detection of unknown threats. The novel approach used here is the one class support
vector machine helps in utilization of feature to identify the malicious aspect at the hypervisor level. The virtual
machine used in the experiment uses per VM methods to perform the analysis which helps in detection of
malwares.
Bayer et al. [2] presented a scalable clustering approach that identifies and clusters malware. Extended ANUBIS
system is used with taint tracking for analyzing the behavior. The limiting factor of this approach is trace
dependence. Another issue is dynamic data tainting; so the malicious binary could be injected. Some malware
triggers only during some actions or events such as setting up time to explore etc. these forms major limitation
for this framework. The evasion techniques are also not avoidable in this approach which is again a
disadvantage.
Syarif et al. [3] pointed out the analysis of static and dynamic malware approaches. The static method is
achieved without running system whereas dynamic while running. This paper highlights the major pros and cons
of each technique with the different usage of it. The static approach uses manual inspection which fails due to
evasion, obfuscation and polymorphism techniques. Meanwhile, advanced static approach provides better result
with the more specific details about the malicious programs. The basic dynamic analysis gives DLL infections
to the system which basically gives the information about the actions of malware. Whereas, advanced dynamic
malware analysis approach gives more severe actions made by the malicious code in the system such as turning
off firewall etc. The concatenation of two approaches results in the better solution to the malware activities
detection.
Lorenzo et al. [4] proposed a behavior-based framework for malware analysis. It improves behavior based
analysis for suspicious programs allowing end-users to get the secure environment which makes them feel
executing directly on the former environment. The system calls are used between security lab and potential
victim programs. The behavior of malware is analyzed here.
Lakshmana et al. [5] implemented a framework by using texture analysis method which is resilient to packing
strategies and robustly classify large malware corpus. The method is flexible to packing services and classifies
malware robustly.
The texture analysis is based on the images obtained during the execution of malicious codes. These images are
used to represent the behavior of the malware used in the similarity measures which is useful in the process of
malware classification. Compared to all the other existing dynamic approaches related to the malware analysis
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the texture analysis gives best result. The limitations are due to the dissimilarities of images within single family
and variants of same malware.
Dilung et al. [6] presented a comparative framework with the introduction of Bare Cloud concept which
increases the rate of detecting evasive malware but further improvement can be achieved introducing richer file
system-level event traces.
The Bare Cloud makes use of Hierarchical Clustering approaches which hardly classifies malwares into
different clusters depending upon the features selected. The experimental result gives the greater performance as
compared to the other methods and techniques. Testing over the large number of malware samples helped to
differentiate the performance and accuracy amongst other readily available tools.
Dilung et al. [7] developed an automated technique called MALGENE for extracting analysis evasion signature.
Malgene makes use of bioinformatics algorithms which locates evasive behavior automatically in the form of
system calls.
Data mining approaches are used to determine the data events and call events to identify the behavior of the
malware. These results are helpful in the construction of evasion signature, which is useful in the analysis of
malware. System call alignment with parameter selection is major methods used in this approach. The
experiment is carried out with different levels such as hypervisor and emulation.
Philip O’Kane, et al. [8] proposed approach for detecting malware using the N-gram analysis techniques. It uses
the structure of the program by considering the characters, strings and bytes. The experiment represented in this
paper uses operational code (opcode) density histogram obtained during the dynamic analysis. A reference
model is created using support vector machine that is used to evaluate feature reduction methods. However, the
connections between features are complex therefore usage of simple filtering approaches is not viable. To
provide better result the experiment uses Eigen subspace analysis method.
Konrad et al. [9] proposed an automated analysis framework which makes use of prototype based feature
vectors to cluster and classify the malware samples. The most advantageous contribution from the author was to
detect new malware with reduced runtime. The proposed framework involves clustering, classification and
incremental analysis to perform the dynamic malware analysis. As mentioned earlier most of the paper had the
limitations with larger dataset. Here, the usage of incremental analysis reduced the runtime for the larger amount
of data.
1. Vulnerabilities
Overviews of vulnerabilities which are commonly used by the malware are given in this section. Malware
mainly exploits vulnerabilities in operating system design, in applications or in versions of browser plugins. The
insecure design of the system can lead to the weak points wherein hackers can able to insert their code easily.
Shared Resources and services are provided by the server to clients in the network which is also a point to allow
attacks such as denial of services etc.
2. Malware’s in Virtualized Environment
Virtualization has been a growing trend for years, offering opportunities for scaling, efficiency and flexibility.
Despite the end users benefitted by cloud services it also comes with different threats such as holes on virtual
machines (e.g. rootkit attacks on virtual machines); mutated cloud- specific Internet-based attacks that aim to
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compromise cloud networks (e.g. malware and DDoS attacks on cloud services). Therefore, security and
resilience are playing important roles. A number of studies have addressed aspects of cloud security [16] [17]
[18] at different levels such as network, hypervisor, guest VM and Operating System (OS).

III.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system focuses to detect malware in an automated way by lowering the rate of false recognition of
malware. The use of dynamic malware analysis is to detect the presence of malicious behavior.

Fig.1. Basic System Architecture

The system firstly captures the execution traces, thereby identifying the malicious trace. The architectural view
of the proposed system is depicted in the fig. 1 which mainly consists of analysis module and the classification
module. Analysis module mainly does the pre-processing tasks such as generating data suitable for the classifier
tool.

A. Analysis Module
The pre-processing of malware analysis is the execution of malicious traces in the instrumented environment.
Here, wild used frameworks Anubis and Cuckoo sandbox behavioral reports of the malware and benign
samples. These frameworks run on top of the KVM-hypervisor to avoid causes of execution to the host
machines. The purpose of pre-processing step is to select the most interesting samples which are likely to have
malevolent behavior. These pre-processed malware samples are then fed to the dynamic malware analysis tools
used to identify the presence of malicious behaviors.
B. Classification Module
Malware identification is achieved through the classification of malware which is done using the Mahler tool.
The reliable and accurate classification of malware will result in the effective detection of malware with the use
of novel techniques described in the further sections.
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IV.IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of protection and resilience plays a major role to make use of dynamic malware analysis in cloud
computing environment. To identify the presence of malicious code the sample must be executed and traced out
the features which match the characteristics of malware samples. The system uses following methodologies to
carry out the experiment.
a) Collection Of Samples
A set of malware binaries is collected from large malware repository namely Virus share [10]. The input the
framework is grouped into the training dataset and testing dataset. A number of known samples are listed under
training dataset which is used to train the machine to understand the features of the malicious code. The testing
dataset consists of unknown samples which have to be classified according to the malware characteristic.
b) Generated Report
Once the sample is labelled using some antivirus vendor such as virus total initially known samples are executed
in the sandbox to extract the behavior of the malware. The execution trace of the malicious code is captured
with respect to system, network, file, registry activities. The generated report with all these information will be
useful in the classification and detection of malware. Are executed in the sandbox to extract the behavior of the
malware. The trace of the execution malicious code is captured, file, registry, network, activities. The generated
report with all these information will be useful in the classification and detection of malware.

Fig.2. Flow diagram showing overallactivities of the system

c) Distance Matrix
The embedded reports are compared with each other to compute distance matrix using Euclidian Distance
formula. It compares behaviors of reports and the value ranges from 0 to where 0 represents similar behavior.
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d) Clustering and Classification
The conduct of the produced report is separated and utilized for the further steps, for example, clustering
strategy. Machine learning methodologies are helpful in the analysis of behavioral reports including the methods
such as “clustering of behavior” and “classification of behavior”. Clustering and classification for analysis of
malicious behavior with the use of hierarchical clustering and SVM approach [9] are used. Initially, a report is
chosen as a prototype, randomly or fixed. The clustering of embedded reports partitions the given data into
meaningful groups namely the clusters. Every cluster split a common characteristic for each object within it
whereas it varies from other clusters. It helps in the finding of the characteristics to the unknown malware data
for the larger amount of samples. The clustering algorithm mentioned here represents the flow of control
between the prototype generation and comparison with the embedded reports. The initial point of taking one
report as a prototype and comparing with the other reports, results in the nearest neighbors having similar values
together. However, this helps in the generation of clusters.

Algorithm for Clustering:
1. Initialize by considering each prototype as a cluster
2. Iteratively find and merge the close pair of clusters
3. While (min (distance) < dc) (i.e., the Maximum distance between Individuals)
Do
Cluster the nearest prototypes
Update distance using complete linkage
4. For (x reports)
Do
Assign nearest prototypes to x
Reject Clusters with lesser than
Minimum members
The machine learning concept helps system to learn the features of the malware at the time of clustering. The
traces of characteristics are saved and used for the classification method. The procedure is used further in the
detection of unknown classes of malware by making use of the prototypes obtained in the preliminary steps.
Classification of unknown malware will require proper identifications of the given features in the behavioral
pattern which is achievable using clustering and classification methods but it is limited as the process is a batch
process. Therefore, the incremental analysis method uses already classified behavioral report with the stored
prototypes with a new behavioral report of unknown malware. The classification algorithm given below is used
in the classification of embedded reports into unique clusters. Classification results in the clear differentiation of
malware into its similar behaviors of malware.

Algorithm for Classification:
1. for x reports do
2. Determine the nearest prototype in the training data
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3. If (nearest prototype is within the radius dr) (i.e., the Radius of a cluster),
Assign reports to the particular cluster
else
Reject as unknown

V.RESULT ANALYSIS
The experiment involves two set of data such as training and testing. Firstly training samples are given to the
algorithms for learning the different features of malware samples. It is carried out in the controlled environment
such as a sandbox. The execution traces are collected in the form of a textual report. However, the dynamic
analysis of these malware samples in the

Fig.3. List of system activities from Anubis sandbox

Sandbox gives descriptive details about the actions took place during the analysis, clearly depicting the different
aspects such as network, file system, registry and so on activities. A number of input samples are executed in the
sandbox environment and the reports are listed. The analysis time required by the execution of different volumes
of samples is compared by taking time as a measure.

Fig.4. Execution time for files in Anubis framework

The time required for the execution of malware files in Anubis framework is shown in the graph which clearly
indicates that even if the size is large it requires greatly less amount of time for execution.
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